
Curricular Adaptation Plan 

Student: Sean    Class/Period: English  

Teacher: Mr. Smith Peer Partners(s):  Tony, Jennifer, Jacob 

Para-professional:   

 

Adapted Course Goals for Sean: 

Sean will be focusing on fewer state standards than his peers and these standards will be adapted to meet 

his individual learning and academic needs. 

1. When presented open ended or multiple choice who, what or where questions on books related to 9
th

 

grade English topics by an adult, Sean will answer the questions correctly. (books related to curriculum on 

Sean’s level have been provided) (IEP Goal) 

2. Sean will choose from a pre-selected word bank of 10 words agent (noun), action (verb), and object (noun) 

to create a sentence that describes something about the 9
th

 grade English theme.  He will create a sentence 

and dictate it an adult scribe.  He will then type the sentence on his alpha smart or other word processing 

program.  The words for the word bank are written separately on cards and include his English vocabulary 

words. (IEP Goal) 

3. When presented with two sets of five word and five picture cards from 9
th

 grade English theme books 

and vocabulary related to grade level topics in Physical Science, Sean will correctly match the word card 

to the picture card [demonstrate receptive vocabulary comprehension].  Word sets for weekly probe will 

include five new and five review words weekly. (IEP Goal) 

4. When Sean is shown a picture of himself or peers engaged in familiar activities/or pictures related to the 

English curricular theme, Sean will respond with 5-6 appropriate words to make a complete sentence 

thought. (agent, action, and object).  (IEP Goal) 
5. Vocabulary – Sean will type a minimum of 2 vocabulary words and their definitions. 

6. Class projects – Sean will participate in class projects by making books or other hands on projects with peer 

assistance 

7. Sean will write his name on all papers. Will need to start with dotted lines to practice his signing his name. 

 

Sean’s Course Related Strengths Sean’s Course Related Needs 
1. Likes to be read to and enjoys reading books 

related to curriculum with his peers. 

1. Books must be on his reading level – 2
nd

 – 3
rd 

grade.  He 

can read up to 3
rd

 grade level but comprehension is a 

major concern. 

2. Enjoys spelling and playing spelling games 

with peers.  Great speller when using 

hangman. 

2. Is motivated to spell by utilizing the hangman format and 

or playing Wheel of Fortune. 

3. Can type quickly using hunt and peck 

method.  This is a great Strength! 

3. Needs frequent breaks and peer support for success 

4. PEERS!!   4. When frustrated, he will read what you write and or 

whisper to also. 

5. Likes looking at photos of self and friends 

and will repeat sentence once complete. 

6. Needs prompts to identify more than one element in 

photo/picture. 

 

Teaching Tips: REMEMBER SEAN IS A GENERAL EDUCATION STUDENT!!!! 
Sean loves to be with his peers and enjoys it when they ‘help’ him learn.  His primary goals are to increase his socialization and 

language skills.  The more opportunities he has to interact with his peers in the general education environment the more gains he 

makes. 

Include Sean in the class as much as possible.  His peers are your greatest resource as to how Sean learns and what helps calm 

him and engage him.  They have been Sean’s friends since he was in first grade.  They are amazing young kids. 

Do not say “sh” or “no” you words like first this ---- then---- or we can do that at 9:00.  He knows digital time and is doing very 

well waiting using the digital clock. 

 


